
Kim Becking, J.D. is on a mission to empower leaders, teams, and organizations
to build a Momentum Mindset® to be more adaptable, resilient, and ready for
what’s next in this rapidly changing world. As a leading thought leader on thriving
in the midst of change, you might have seen her on Good Morning America or read
about her in Harvard Business Review, People magazine, or the New York Times.
She is an engaging, high-energy, and impactful international keynote speaker,
human behavior expert, best-selling author, consultant, cancer thriver, recovering
attorney, and a proud Thin Mint girl scout addict. Her strategic insights and
practical solutions to adapting to change and boosting resilience have been
utilized by hundreds of happy clients – including Fortune 100 companies, national
and statewide associations, healthcare organizations, governmental entities, and
non-profit organizations.
Kim provides practical tools and strategies for leaders and teams to effectively
master change, be more adaptable, strengthen their resilience muscle and build
MOMENTUM for what’s next. After hearing Kim, audiences leave ready to take her
relatable lessons and practical solutions and put them into immediate action.

Testimonials

Kim Becking

"Kim is the complete package. She was engaged from the moment we booked
her, working to make sure she customized her content to connect with our
customers. She was so easy to work with and was engaged the entire weekend
with our event, not just during her presentation. She made extra effort to get to
know our customers. Her presentation on how to ride the highs and lows of life
was inspiring, funny and encouraging. We all left with actionable things that we
can implement immediately to create momentum in our lives. Her message is
universal and can resonate with anyone who is lucky enough to hear her." 

- Director of Marketing Kaweah Delta Health Care District.

"You ABSOLUTELY knocked it out of the park! I have heard nothing but positive
things from the rest of my Roche teammates and from our customers about the
event. Your message resonated so well with our audience. Everything from the
planning to the actual event to after the event - we couldn't have asked for a
better partner!" 

- Marketing Manager Roche Diagnostics.
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